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Re: GAME Introduces the Next Generation ePOOL® 

 

 
Scottsdale, Ariz. — Great American Merchandise and Events (GAME) has updated and 
significantly improved the revolutionary ePOOL Water Chemistry Monitoring System. 
 
Like the original ePOOL, it uses a floating sensor to continuously analyze the water’s chemical 
composition and wirelessly relays sanitizer level, pH, and water temperature. The improved version 
sends that information directly to any PC or Macintosh computer. (The original version paired the 
floating sensor with a remote display unit.) The next generation ePOOL is even more convenient 
for the consumer because it can send email or text messages, such as “Your pool’s pH is high. 
Add 12 oz. of muriatic acid.” 
 
The patented ePOOL system comes with a monitor that floats in the pool and transmits water 
chemistry readings as well as instructions for adjusting water balance when necessary, to any 
computer through a receiver connected to the computer’s USB port. In addition, the ePOOL system 
can be integrated with Google Maps, providing a satellite view of the swimming pool ePOOL is 
monitoring. 
 
The standard screens for ePOOL show either “Pool is OK” or “Attention”.  If “Attention” is required, 
it specifies what is high or low and provides specific instructions for rebalancing the pool. The 
system eliminates chemistry guesswork and also replaces test strips for pH and chlorine levels 
because it monitors these levels around the clock. It works with regular, salt water and mineral 
pools. 
 
ePOOL is easy to set up and use with any PC or Mac. Software updates are easily managed. The 
floating sensor comes with four AA batteries. 
 
For dealers, each master case comes with 25 consumer handouts about ePOOL. 
 
For the 2012 season, each ePOOL system comes with a Jr. Derby Duck tagged with information 
directing consumers to the GAME website where they can learn about how to win a vacation for 
four at the Pointe Hilton Resort in Phoenix, Ariz. On the GAME website, they will be instructed to 



 
send in a copy of their qualifying product receipt, a creative photo of their Jr. Derby Duck on a 
poolside vacation, and their contact information. The winner will be selected in February 2013. The 
contest website lists complete contest rules and regulations. 
 

### 
 

GAME is recognized worldwide for its extensive lines of pool and spa accessories as well as the Derby 
Duck® and Turbo Turtle® fundraising events that have generated millions of fundraising dollars for charities 
across the globe. The company is also supportive of its retailers and dealers by offering promotional items, 
merchandising material, and assistance with other marketing ideas for store promotions and events. For 
more information, please contact 1-888 DUCKY88 (382.5988) or visit www.game-group.com. 


